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Abstract
Goods are moved across the US by trucks on a daily basis. These trucks affect
traffic conditions on the roadway network and contribute significantly in congestion and
air pollution. Thus, it is imperative to estimate truck trip data and identify segments of
highly congested corridors as to propose future improvements. The past few years
private and public transportation agencies utilize Global Positioning Systems (GPS)
devices installed in trucks to gather information about their travel patterns. The main
objective of this study is to develop a methodology for processing raw GPS data and to
develop freight performance measures (FPMs). The algorithms proposed are used to
estimate bi-directional link speeds, to analyze truck trips and develop Origin-Destination
(OD) matrices between Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs). A case study for the state of
Tennessee (TN) is presented to evaluate the proposed methodology. A methodology is
presented in the last part on how the output of these algorithms can be used to calibrate
the β factor used to calculate friction factors between zones in Trip Distribution’s Gravity
Model.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Freight transportation plays a very important role in the United States (U.S.)
economy. According to the U.S. Department of Transportation (2009), the value of
international merchandise trade, transported through the national freight gateways,
increased by 9% from 2008 to 2009 and reached $3.4 trillion (in 2009 dollars). It is
crucial to understand freight movements to improve performance of freight transportation
corridors and freight facilities. One of the challenges in freight transportation planning is
obtaining accurate truck trip data. Several databases exist (e.g., Commodity Flow Survey,
Freight Analysis Framework, TRANSEARCH, etc.) that provide detailed information
regarding freight movements between different states, counties, and metropolitan areas
by all transportation modes (Barker & Chen, 2008) (Battelle, 2011). However, aggregate
commodity flows, moved by trucks, should be split into truck trips. The subject is
important, especially in the U.S, since trucks cause increasing traffic congestion and are
the primary mode of freight transportation (either by choice or necessity - e.g., last mile
deliveries). Based on recent statistics, published by Forbes (2014), Los Angeles, CA
(U.S) is the third congested city in the world after Brussels (Belgium) and Antwerp
(Belgium). According to 24/7 Wall St. (2014), “at peak hours, traffic on Interstate 405
in Los Angeles moved at just 14 miles per hour, adding 26 minutes to what should be an
eight minute drive”.
In the last twenty years various technological advances from the passenger
industry have been adopted by the trucking industry (with the latest endeavor being
autonomous trucks) (Roberts, 2014). At the end of 20th century private and public
agencies began utilizing GPS devices to analyze truck travel patterns and to estimate
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freight performance measures (FPMs). Nowadays, GPS technologies are very advanced
and capable to detect even minor truck movements. In general, data provided by GPS
devices includes spatial information (X and Y coordinates), time stamp, heading, spot
speed, and a unique truck identifier. Depending on the device, additional information can
also be available such as engine on/off, stop duration, weather conditions, distance, etc.
Truck GPS data processing remains a challenging task as will be discussed in
more detail in the next section. The American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI)
in collaboration with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) developed the
Freight Performance Measures Web-Based (FPMweb) Tool in 2011. The FPMweb Tool
estimates operating speeds of highway segments based on truck GPS observations for 25
interstate corridors (FHWA, 2011). Average speed values can be retrieved for a given
state, corridor, year, month, day, and time of the day. Along with numerous advantages,
FPMweb developers highlighted several drawbacks of the tool such as lack of commodity
and origin-destination data, inability to forecast future truck volumes and speeds for
given interstate segments, and analysis of average and not individual truck speeds
(FHWA, 2011). Along with the FPMweb tool, a number of researchers developed various
approaches for analyzing raw truck GPS data and estimating network and freight facility
FPMs, which also have certain limitations (e.g., device spatial errors, associating the
observation with a link, identifying genuine stops and trip ends, data collection, effect of
non-recurring congestion).
The current transportation bill, Moving Ahead for Progress in 21st Century
(MAP-21), acknowledges the significance of freight and its impact on national, state,
local and regional networks and suggests a national and state strategic freight plan to
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assess and improve freight corridors’ condition and performance. Goals of this national
freight policy are to invest in infrastructure and operational improvements that strengthen
the contribution of the national freight network to the economic competitiveness of the
United States; reduce congestion; and increase productivity; to improve the safety,
security, and resilience of freight transportation; to improve the state of good repair of
the national freight network; to use advanced technology to improve the safety and
efficiency of the national freight network; to incorporate concepts of performance,
innovation, competition, and accountability into the operation and maintenance of the
national freight network; to improve the economic efficiency of the national freight
network; and to reduce the environmental impacts of freight movement on the national
freight network (Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act, 2012). MAP-21
indicates a freight plan to address freight congestion bottlenecks, identify critical major
intermodal centers to enhance connectivity, determine barriers to improved freight
performance, and explore the critical sections of the transportation network that need
prioritization in resource allocation to enhance Freight Performance Measures (FPMs).
The main objectives of the project are:
 Review the existing practices of using truck GPS data to evaluate performance
of busy freight corridors;
 Develop algorithms to process GPS truck data and estimate FPMs;
 Evaluate TN freight corridors with a particular focus on travel time and flow;
 Provide performance indicators for freight facilities in TN;
 Analyze inter- and intra-city truck traveling patterns;
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 Provide data to support development, calibration, and validation of TN State
and MPO travel demand models.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. The next section presents a
literature review on freight transportation network analysis using GPS truck data. The
third section describes the data available and the methodology for data processing. The
fourth section presents FPMs, estimated for TN freight transportation network, and the
fifth section analyzes inter- and intra-city truck traveling patterns. The sixth section
presents the methodology to calibrate the β factor used in Trip Distribution. The last
section concludes the report and proposes the future research.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Scope of the literature review is to identify studies that used GPS data to evaluate
traffic conditions at freight corridors and the procedures used for data processing, identify
FPMs commonly used by researches and practitioners, determine drawbacks and possible
errors that can be caused by GPS devices, and survey methodologies that can detect truck
stops for delivery, refueling, rest, etc. Collected studies are classified into 3 categories,
depending on how the average travel time (TT) was estimated: A) link TT (LTT) –
travel time is computed for a link; B) trip TT (TTT) – travel time is calculated for a trip
(in some cases also for a tour, i.e. tour duration); C) miscellaneous – different from A and
B. TT estimation was chosen as a classification criterion, because as a result of conducted
literature review it was found that most FPMs could be determined based on the average
TT values. Several studies did not present any data analysis results and focused on
developing methodologies and frameworks that could be implemented to process GPS
data and produce FPMs. A detailed description of the studies reviewed by class is
presented below.
LTT Focus
Quiroga & Bullock (1998) proposed a methodology to perform studies that
estimate TT on roadway segments using GPS and Geographic Information System (GIS).
GPS data was collected from three metropolitan areas in Louisiana, LA (i.e., Baton
Rouge, Shreveport, and New Orleans). Average TT and travel speed (TS) values were
computed for all highway segments. A length of segment comprised 0.2-0.5 miles. GIS
was utilized to process queries, produce reports and colored-theme maps, depicting TT by
link. Results showed that shorter GPS sampling periods (1 to 2 seconds) decreased errors
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in TS estimation. The authors underlined that median speed was a more accurate measure
of the central tendency than mean speed as the latter was affected by incidents occurred
during peak hours. Quiroga (2000) conducted a similar study for the LA transportation
network (Baton Rouge). Highways were separated into segments, and LTT was
calculated for each segment. The author also provided a procedure for estimating several
other performance measures (acceptable TT, segment TS, travel rate, delay, total delay,
delay rate, and relative delay rate) that could be used for quantifying congestion.
Storey & Holtom (2003) used GPS data to compute link TS (LTS) and LTT at
West Midland’s highways in the UK. The GPS device provided information every 60
seconds, while a vehicle ignition was being on. About 20% of the data was discarded, as
it provided coordinates (latitude and longitude) that didn’t belong to the road network.
Links of the considered highways were separated into 50 m segments, and the average TS
was calculated for each segment. It was assumed that segments between two GPS data
points had the same average speeds. The journey times at the link level, estimated using
GPS data, were calibrated, and results demonstrated an acceptable accuracy of the
proposed approach. The analysis of journey speeds indicated the existence of congestion
issues at major junctions of links, leading to the city center.
Jones et al., (2005) presented a methodology to measure performance of busy
freight corridors. The procedure was separated in 4 steps: 1) identification of freight
corridors, 2) review of data collection technologies, 3) System Alpha Test, and 4) System
Beta Test. Top ten US cities with the highest truck volumes were identified using
American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI) satellite position reports. The busiest
freight corridors were determined for each of those cities based on the data, provided by
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Cambridge Systematics. Different methods of data collection were described: satellitebased systems, terrestrial wireless systems, hybrid systems, on-board systems, and fixed
site systems. GPS was found to be efficient for the analysis. The Alpha Test was
performed to associate a vehicle ID with a highway segment geo-position, to calculate the
average vehicle TS, and to remove outliers that could affect the accuracy of speed
estimation. The main purpose of the Beta Test was to process TT and TS at each segment
and to transfer the data to the visualization tool. As a result of the conducted study, the
authors created a map, depicting the average TS at the busiest US corridors.
Ando & Taniguchi (2006) developed a model for the vehicle routing problem
with time windows (VRPTW), minimizing the total cost of LTT uncertainty and penalties
due to early arrival/delayed arrival to customers, requesting a particular time window.
The information on LTT was collected using sensors, radio beacons, and GPS devices.
Truck arrival times were assumed to follow a normal distribution. Statistical TT
distributions were obtained for each link and were approximated to triangular
distributions. An additional linear regression analysis was performed to quantify
relationship between LTT and link distance. The traffic flow simulation was used to
estimate TT distribution for each route and determine the optimal visiting order of
customers. Results indicated that the proposed approach reduced the total cost by 4.1%,
the total cost standard deviation by 75.1%, and mitigated environmental impacts, caused
by trucks.
Schofield & Harrison (2007) underlined the importance of FPMs for the US
Department of Transportation (DOT), State DOTs, and various transportation agencies.
Practices for assessing performance of freight corridors, employed in different states,
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were described in the report. The study focused on developing appropriate FPMs in
Texas (TX). The busiest state highways were identified. GPS records were provided by
ATRI for the entire year of 2005. The authors indicated that the location error for each
observation could reach up to ¼ mile. The segment length consist of 50 miles. TT, TS,
and TT index (TTI) were estimated for each segment. Changes in travel pattern were
noticed when the Hurricane Rita notification was announced. The report provided
distribution of hourly truck traffic. Future research directions included comparison of the
actual speed with the free-flow speed for each segment, estimating FPMs for highway
corridors in case of non-recurring congestion, calculating of truck wait time at boarders,
consideration of other FPMs, etc.
Liao (2008) compared two ATRI FPM database systems: the GIS – based system
and the Structured Query Language (SQL) – based system. The second system was able
to process truck GPS data without the GIS software. The GIS-based system allowed
separation of a highway into segments with minimum size of 10 miles. The minimum
segment size for the SQL-based system was 3-miles. It was found that smaller segments
improved accuracy of average speed estimation. The author underlined the importance of
trip filtering parameters and projection algorithms. The GIS-based system employed a ¼
mile radius search method, while the SQL-based system used more complex snapping
algorithm. Several deficiencies of the SQL-based system were mentioned (e.g.,
duplication of data in tables). According to the report, the ideal FPM system should
include the SQL-server, capable to process data from external applications and visualize
performance measures using a GIS - based software.
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Liao (2009) evaluated performance of I-94/I-90 freight corridor between St. Paul,
Minnesota (MN), and Chicago, Illinois (IL). GPS data for 12 months (May 2008-April
2009) were provided by ATRI. The raw data were processed in ArcGIS software, GPS
points were snapped to the nearest route, and then the average TS was computed for each
3-mile segment. The analysis was performed for the key corridor locations (i.e., St. Paul,
O’Hare Airport, I-90 toll highway), including truck speed, volume, TT reliability, truck
stops, truck stop duration, etc. Results indicated that average speeds declined in areas
approaching Chicago from 55 mph to 40 mph and lower. The westbound traffic between
St. Paul and Madison had higher speed standard deviation than the eastbound traffic. A
significant speed standard deviation and the average speed drop were observed on I-90
toll highway, leading to Chicago.
McCormack (2009) described how GPS data was used to improve performance of
the Washington State (WA) freight network. LTT and its reliability were chosen as
performance measures. The data was collected from various vendors. GPS records were
received with frequencies, varying from vendor to vendor (every 30 seconds, every halfmile, every 15 min, etc.). ATRI and FWHA developed a program, focusing on
performance of interstate corridors. An algorithm was developed to define origin and
destination of each trip, using stop time, travel distance, GPS signal quality, and location
of travel. It was highlighted that some GPS points were removed as they provided
erroneous data. In some cases truck information was known only every 15 min. The
author concluded that truck GPS data could be very useful for public agencies to evaluate
conditions of busy freight corridors and to identify bottlenecks.
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The Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT, 2011) outlined the
main features of the Truck Performance Measure Program at the Washington State
Transportation Commission. The WSDOT initiated this program in 2007. GPS data
process and analysis are similar to the ones, described by McCormack (2009). LTT and
its reliability were selected as performance measures. The main objective of the program
was to identify and rank bottlenecks at the WA State highways. Four criteria were
developed for prioritizing highway segments for further improvements: Truck speed
below the congestion threshold (60% of posted speed limit); average speed; speed
distribution; and truck volume. The authors underlined that the program was efficient,
and its future success would be highly dependent on the access to the data, owned by
trucking companies. McCormack et al., (McCormack et al., 2011) and McCormack &
Zhao (McCormack & Zhao, 2011) conducted a similar study, using the same FPMs as
McCormack (2009). The authors described the process of bottleneck identification and
prioritization in WA. The overall procedure was subdivided into 5 parts: a) Segment the
roadway; b) Add attribute information to the segments; c) Geo-locate the truck; d) Locate
the bottlenecks; e) Rank the bottlenecks.
Chien et al., (2011) estimated link and path TT, variability of TT by departure
time of the day and days of the week for 18 New Jersey highway corridors. The data was
collected from GPS enabled devices, installed into different vehicles, traveling along
considered highways between October 8, 2007 and April 21, 2008 from 6.15 am to 8.15
am during weekdays. The buffer index (BI) and 95th TT percentile were calculated for
each route. Results indicated that TT on most of the roads followed a shifted log-normal
distribution. The lowest TTCV was estimated for US 1 (TTCV=0.09). The scope of
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research didn’t include assessment of incident impacts on link/path TT due to data
limitations.
Cortes et al., (2011) used GPS data to evaluate performance of a bus
transportation system in Santiago, Chile. Data were collected for 6,178 buses operating
over one week. The authors applied a path rectification procedure to determine paths for
each route. The path rectification identified line segments that were located close to GPS
points with an acceptable error. Rectified paths were separated for grid elements. An
average bus TS was calculated for each grid element. The report presented speed
diagrams illustrating bus speeds for each route segment during a given time of day. The
proposed methodology was found to be efficient for problem identification in bus
operations (e.g., low speeds at certain segments, congestion issues, improper traffic light
times, etc.).
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA, 2011) Office of Freight
Management and Operations developed a FPM web Tool to evaluate performance of the
US freight corridors using truck GPS data. The FPMweb Tool estimates the operating
speed of a given segment by averaging over the total number of speed observations. The
segment length was assumed to be 3 miles. The tool can process data by time and date for
25 interstate corridors. Several drawbacks of the tool were mentioned: 1) it doesn’t
provide commodity and origin-destination data; 2) it is not capable to forecast future
truck volumes and speeds; 3) it is useful for analysis of average and not individual truck
TS.
Figliozzi et al., (2011) developed an algorithm to assess TT reliability of the I-5
interstate in Oregon (OR). GPS data was provided by ATRI. The corridor was separated
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into segments and traffic flows were estimated for every mile and direction of each
segment. Smoothing was performed by averaging counts for 20-miles segments. Volumes
were also determined for different seasons of the year. Segments were analyzed based on
two factors: a) time of the year and corresponding weather conditions, and b) truck
density pattern along the segment. The designed algorithm was able to estimate 95%,
80%, and 50% percentile TT for each segment (if traffic counts were sufficient at
considered segment) using GPS data. Minimum and maximum TS limits (10 mph and 80
mph) were set to remove outliers. Results indicated that differences between three types
of TT (i.e., 95%, 80%, and 50% percentile TT) were significant for urban areas and
relatively small for rural areas. TT costs per mile were calculated and presented in the
paper.
Wheeler & Figliozzi (2011) assessed effects of recurring and non- recurring
congestion on freight movement characteristics (LTS, LTT, and TT reliability) at the
Oregon I-5 Interstate (the same freeway as studied by Figliozzi et al., 2011). Along with
GPS data, the authors used corridor TT loop data and incident data (provided by the
Oregon DOT). A specific methodology was developed to identify through trucks (that
don’t make any stops and provide at least two GPS readings in the beginning and in the
end of the corridor). Results of a recurring congestion analysis indicated that the highest
TT and TTCV were observed during evening peak. As for non-recurring congestion, it
was found that incidents significantly affected truck TS in the incident area throughout
the day. Congestion cost estimates indicated that daily delay costs for freight vehicles
were 19% higher that free-flow costs without variability consideration (and 22%-31%
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higher with variability consideration). GPS data were found to be more accurate in
estimating TT than the loop sensor data.
Blazquez (2012) addressed the problem of snapping GPS points to roadways
segments. Various techniques, resolving spatial ambiguities, were listed (e.g., semideterministic map-matching, probabilistic map-matching, fuzzy logic map-matching,
Kalman filter approach, etc.). The author developed a topological map-matching
algorithm for snapping GPS points. The algorithm was able to identify a feasibility of the
path between two snapped points (by comparing a speed along the path and the average
vehicle speed). Numerical experiments were conducted using the data, collected by
winter maintenance vehicles in Wisconsin (WI) and Iowa (IA). Preliminary calculations
were performed to determine the buffer size. Results demonstrated the efficiency of the
presented methodology. It was found that the GPS spatial error decreased the percentage
of solved cases on average by 30%. Frequent sampling intervals provided more accurate
results. An increasing number of consecutive GPS points improved performance of the
algorithm.
Liao (2014) used GPS data, provided from ATRI for twelve months in 2012, to
estimate FPMs, such as truck mobility, delay, and reliability index, and to identify
bottlenecks for 38 key freight corridors in the Twin Cities metropolitan area (TCMA). To
validate the methodology the computed average truck speeds and hourly volume
percentage at certain locations were compared with the data from weight-in-motion
(WIM) sensors and automatic traffic recorders (ATR). Truck bottlenecks were identified
and ranked based on hours of delay and number of hours with TS less than the target
speeds, set by Minnesota DOT during A.M. and P.M. peak hours. Also the truck
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congestion cost was estimated for TCMA to be $212 and $286 million annually based on
ATRI’s truck operation cost and Texas Transportation Institute’s (TTI) truck congestion
cost respectively. As another part of the study, one month data from FHWA’s National
Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) was used to compute freight
mobility and speed variations along Minnesota’s National Highway System.
Wang et al., (2014) suggested naïve and mapping methods to estimate LTT using
GPS data. The naïve method computed the average TS and its variability on each link
individually. The variability was measured by a standard deviation. The authors
presented a mathematical formulation for a mapping method with objective to minimize
the total difference between the recorded trip times and the estimated trip times for all
trips. Both methodologies were tested on the San Antonio corridor (TX) and the
Milwaukee highway corridor (WI). The mapping method was found to be more efficient,
since it was able to analyze truck trips with large road intervals covering multiple links.
Mishra et al., (2015) used truck GPS data provided by ATRI to calculate link
based FPMs on Tennessee freight network. The study provides a guideline on how GPS
data should be preprocessed and pinpoints possible problems researchers may face with
this type of data. Besides estimating link FPMs the GPS data was used to develop turn
times regression models for different types of freight facilities, calculate occupancy and
entry/exit volumes. The researchers also developed two algorithms to analyze truck trips.
The first one identifies intercity truck trips having as input the TN TAZs while the second
one detects inter and intracity trips and their characteristics (dwell times, traffic light
stops etc.).
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TTT Focus
McCormack & Hallenbeck (2005) suggested two data collection methodologies to
evaluate truck movements along particular roadway corridors in WA and to measure
performance of freight mobility improvement projects against benchmarks. The first
approach was based on implementation of Commercial Vehicle Information System and
Networks (CVISN) electronic truck transponders, which were installed on the
windshields of approximately 20,000 trucks. A specific program was designed to
estimate TTT using the data, provided by transponders. Another technology employed
GPS devices that transmitted truck movement records every 5 seconds. The information,
collected using CVISN and GPS, was processed to identify congested segments, TTT,
and TT reliability. It was highlighted that both techniques might be efficient for analysis
of truck trip patterns. However, methodology selection should depend on the data
required for a particular benchmark project.
Greaves & Figliozzi (2008) processed passive GPS data from 30 trucks to identify
characteristics of freight movements in the Greater Melbourne region, Australia. The
GPS device was installed into each truck and provided second-by-second information.
The trip identification algorithm was developed to determine trip ends. About 5% of
records were inaccurate due to loss of satellite signal and were excluded. The final output
of the processed data included a summary for all truck trips and tours. The average
number of stops per tour was found to be 12.2 stops. The lowest average TS were
observed for morning and evening peak hours. A trip length distribution was presented in
the paper. It was mentioned that GPS data didn’t provide additional information about
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driver behavioral features (respond to weather, empty/loaded vehicle, type of commodity,
etc.) that might be useful for the analysis.
NCHRP Report 008 (2010) highlighted the importance of truck GPS data for
evaluation of freight corridors performance. The study was conducted for the following
metropolitan areas: Los Angeles (California CA), Chicago (IL), Phoenix (Arizona AZ),
and Baltimore (Maryland MD). GPS records were used to identify the number of stops
during the trip, distance between stops, stop purpose, stop location, TT between stops,
etc. It was found that likelihood of making trip in the tour depended both on the truck trip
purpose in the current and subsequent stops. Besides, the information about trip origin,
origin land use, and trip destination could be used to predict the destination land use. The
highest percent of stops in industrial land use (27%) was observed in Chicago. Retail and
commercial land use stops were more common in Los Angeles (31%). The most of
residential land use stops occurred in Phoenix (31%).
Bassok et al., (2011) demonstrated how truck GPS data, collected from the device
vendors, could be used to analyze freight movements in the WA. The authors developed
an algorithm to identify trip ends. Truck stops for refueling, rest and delivery were
filtered out (dwell time threshold comprised 180 sec, which is a common standard in
WA). A threshold speed limit of 5 mph was set to determine trip ends. The analysis was
performed for 91 days in the Puget Sound region (WA), when 2,400 trucks made 22,000
tours and 215,000 individual trips. Results indicated that each truck made on average 9
tours and 10 trips per tour. Besides, about 2 truck trips at each tour were made to grocery
stores. Areas with higher population density produced more truck trips.
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Golias et al., (2012) used truck GPS data to analyze freight movements within the
Greater Memphis area in TN. Available data provided information about truck trips from
September 1, 2011 to October 30, 2011. The highest truck volumes on I-40 were
observed during evening peak hour between 4 pm and 5 pm. Trip durations were
increasing for a period since 10 pm until 8 am. This was explained by the fact that most
of truck drivers stopped to rest during that time interval. Truck turn times were
considered for 4 types of facilities: public warehouses, private warehouses, distribution
centers, and intermodal facilities. The authors developed regression models predicting
facility turn times depending on the truck volume per time interval and facility type. The
overall fit of proposed models was found to be low due to small sample size. Intermodal
facilities and private warehouses demonstrated the best fit. The scope of research
included truck stop and rest stop demand analysis. All truck stops with duration from
eight to twelve hours were considered. The authors provided frequency of truck stops
based on the time of the day for major TN rest stop areas.
Pinjari et al., (2012a; 2012b) investigated how GPS data, provided by ATRI,
could be used to assess performance of freight corridors and transportation planning in
Florida (FL). Scope of the study was to identify FPMs for state highways, build a trucktrip database to understand truck travel patterns, and derive truck trip O-D tables for the
Florida Statewide Model. Several FPMs were suggested, such as average trip TS (TTS),
reliability measures (TTI and Planning Time Index PTI), analysis of chokepoints, truck
flow analysis, etc. Truck flows were estimated by month of the year and by day of the
week. It was found that seasonal variations of truck speeds were not significant.
However, travel patterns during weekdays were different as compared to weekend travel
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patterns. Trip Origin Destination Identification algorithm was designed to define O-Ds.
The procedure was validated based on comparison with Google Earth and discussions
with ATRI and FDOT. Trip length and trip duration distributions were provided in the
report.
You (2012) studied tour-based models for drayage trucks at San Pedro Bay Ports
in Southern California area. The main objective was to develop a methodology, which
could help to alleviate congestion of trucks at the gates, reduce truck turn times at the
ports, and mitigate environmental impacts. A tour-based approach was found to be more
efficient for modeling behavior of drayage trucks than a single trip-based approach. GPS
data for 545 drayage trucks was provided by the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach.
The collected data was processed to identify closed and open tours. It was observed that
each truck made on average 1.7 tours and 6.2 stops per day. A typical tour TT lied
between 3 and 9 hours. The author suggested two approaches to analyze trip-chaining
behavior of drayage truck movements: 1) A disaggregate level tour-based model based on
Sequential Selective Vehicle Routing Problem (SSVRP); 2) An aggregate level tourbased model based on Entropy Maximization Algorithm (EMA). It was underlined that
the SSVRP was more realistic approach for modeling drayage truck tours.
Bierlaire et al., (2013) used GPS data, generated by smartphone Nokia N95, for
route choice modeling in the Lausanne area, Switzerland. The authors listed advantages
(short warm-up time, full track of trips) and disadvantages (weak signals, not accurate
data points in some cases, high energy consumption) of GPS capable phones. A
probabilistic map matching method was developed to estimate the likelihood of choosing
a particular path based on the smartphone GPS data. A path with a higher log-likelihood
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was more preferable among all alternative paths. Speed distributions were generated from
the observed speed data. Data points with speeds less than 8 km/h were filtered out.
Results obtained by the suggested approach were close to the ones, provided by the
Mobility Meter (dedicated GPS device, carried by the person along with smartphone).
Carrion & Levinson (2013) assessed the effect of converting I-394 (between
Minneapolis and St. Paul, MN) High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes to High
Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes. The main objective was to determine a traveler’s respond
to increasing TT reliability on HOT lanes. The GPS devices were installed in 54 vehicles
to collect the detailed trip information. A 20-meter buffer was used for all roads. GPS
points, located outside the buffer area were excluded. The authors developed an
algorithm to identify the commute trips (from origin to home location, from destination to
work location and vice versa). The preference of travelers for choosing tolled or nontolled routes was analyzed using discrete choice models. The utility function included TT
measures, travel cost, and socio-demographic factors. TT reliability was measured by
standard deviation, shortened right range, and interquartile range. Study results indicated
that the travelers’ willingness to pay tolls for reliable routes was dependent on how they
perceived reliability savings.
Golias & Mishra (2013) used truck GPS data, provided by ATRI for the months
of September and October 2011, to evaluate the impact of the new Hours of Service
(HOS) rule for Commercial Motor Vehicles (CMV) drivers on traffic conditions using as
case study a part of I-40 network between Memphis and Nashville, TN. Existing truck
TTT and volume by time of day on a daily and weekly basis were computed by
statistically analyzing the provided data, while future conditions were estimated for the
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shifted truck trips which had to be identified based on the new working hours. The Level
of Service (LOS) for both cases was calculated based on the methodology suggested in
Highway Capacity Manual with some adjustments because of the low percentage of data
used. By comparing LOS in both cases it was found that the new HOS would worsen
LOS, as truck volumes would increase at certain routes after each rest period, which
might cause delays.
Kuppam et al., (2014) demonstrated how truck GPS data could be used for TourBased Truck Travel Demand Modeling. The study was conducted based on GPS data for
22,657 trucks and 58,637 tours, purchased from ATRI. The number of tours for each
truck was determined using the information about truck coordinates, changes in TT and
TS. The accuracy of vehicle stops was checked using highway maps and Google Earth.
The following Tour-Based Truck Models were developed for the Phoenix region (AZ):
tour generation, stop generation, tour completion, stop purpose, stop location, stop time
of day choice. It was found that construction tours had lower tendency to making stops,
while government-related tours were dedicated to making more stops. An increasing
number of stops caused incompletion of tours for the majority of trucks. The purpose of
the previous stop influenced duration of the next stop.
Pinjari et al., (2015); Zanjani et al., (2015); and Thakur et al., (2015) used GPS
data provided by the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI) to compute
Freight Performance Measures (FPMs) and develop algorithms that estimate truck trips
and Origin-Destination (OD) matrices. Data consists of trucks traveled across Florida in a
4 month period. Based on truck id, GPS data for these trucks was also extracted from
ATRI database for the rest of North America in order to track flows in and out of the
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state. GPS records information provide x, y coordinates, time and date, truck id and
distance to the closest interstate, while a subset of the trucks had also spot speed
information. A GIS polygon shape file with major truck stops (rest areas, weight stations
etc.) was also used in this study. The developed algorithm identified potential stops
(origin or destination) based on spatial movement, time gap and speed between
consecutive observations for the same truck and eliminated possible stops less than
dwell-time buffer, combined small trips (less than 1 mile) and discarded incomplete trips
or trips with large time gap between observations. Then, it eliminated trip ends in major
truck stops and breaks circuitous trips (ratio between air distance and cumulative geodetic
distance from origin to destination less than a predefined value) into multiple ones. In the
results trips were categorized in 3 types: all trips (including trips outside Florida), FL-link
trips (at least one end in Florida), and FL-only trips (both origin and destination in
Florida).
Besides truck trip characteristics, OD matrices for a part of the 6000 Florida
TAZs were calculated and compared to travel times used in the Florida Statewide Model
(FLSWM) and google maps. It has been found that factors that may affect the calculated
travel distance and travel time are route choice, GPS data ping rate (time gap between
two consecutive GPS records), TAZ size, time of day and number of trips between ODs.
Based on the results travel distances from ATRI data were smaller compared to FLSWM
and google maps mainly because of the straight line distance approximation between two
GPS points. The computed travel times were found to be higher when compared to
google maps results but smaller compared to those extracted from FLSWM.
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Another part of this study was to examine the extent to which these trips capture
observed traffic flows in Florida. Focus of the study was the truck type composition, the
proportion of truck traffic flows captured by the GPS data and geographical differences
in the data. Trucks that did not make at least one trip of 100 miles and trucks with more
than 5 trips per day were classified as medium trucks and removed from the database. To
determine the proportion of heavy truck traffic flows captured in ATRI data in Florida
they were compared with observed truck traffic volumes from Telemetered Traffic
Monitoring (TTM) sites in Florida. It was found that this coverage is 10% for heavy
trucks, information used later to compute the seed matrix in the origin-destination matrix
estimation (ODME) model. Other input to the model was a highway network of the study
area, observed traffic flows on various links and OD matrices for travel volumes other
than freight truck extracted from the FLSWM. Also, cells with zero flows in the seed
matrix that was expected to have flows were corrected after aggregating from TAZs to
county level. The ODME was evaluated for different assumptions (upper/lower bounds
on trip number) and the results for one set of assumptions are presented in this study with
acceptable validation results.
Gong et al., (2015) used truck GPS data to estimate link travel times a highway
corridor in Wisconsin using a regularized regression model that maximizes the likelihood
of obtaining the observed trip travel time while penalizing changes in speeds on adjacent
links. Trip travel time is the duration between two successive timestamps and trip length
is obtained as the roadway length traversed. Basic assumption of the model is that travel
speed of a trip is constant along a link while a trip traverses several partial/full links. The
proposed method results were found to outperformed results obtained from a simple OLS
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regression and a benchmark method. Namely, one hour traffic data collected from double
loop detectors was used for validation and it was found that regularized regression
method improves the travel time allocation results from the benchmark method, trip
travel time allocation errors decrease as link speeds grow and travel time allocation error
increases as variation of speed within link grows.
Miscellaneous
Fisher et al., (2005) proposed a modeling framework to evaluate the Los-Angeles
County (CA) freight transportation network performance. The framework combined
characteristics of logistics chain and tour-based models. Logistics chain models were
found to be useful for cases, in which particular types of goods were transported from the
production points to the assigned destinations. Those models combined information from
three layers: economic, logistics, and transport. Tour-based models were efficient to
determine vehicle tours and trips without focusing on commodity type. Those models
provided the following information: generation of tours by zone, number of stops during
the tour, stop purpose, stop time, stop location, number of trips during the tour, etc. The
suggested integrated framework was found to be promising for analysis of freight
movements.
Cambridge Systematics (2007) indicated that GPS devices could be effectively
employed along with travel diary surveys for data collection and understanding truck
traveling patterns in urban areas. Several disadvantages of using diaries were mentioned:
1) process of data depends on willingness of drivers to complete the form, 2) lack of the
contact information, 3) some vehicles may not be registered in the study area, 4) low
response rates due to confidentiality issues, etc. GPS devices, installed into trucks, might
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be utilized to validate the data, collected from driver diaries (e.g., trip origin, trip
destination, routing, speeds at particular road segments). However, GPS data don’t
provide any information regarding commodity hauled, size of shipment, and type of
carrier operation (e.g., truckload, LTL, private). Besides, high cost of GPS devices was
found as a major implementation issue.
NCHRP Report 818 (2008) suggested a set of performance measures that can be
used to evaluate highway conditions. Performance measures were classified into two
categories: individual measures (related to an individual traveler) and area measures
(related to the area, region or corridor). Delay per traveler, TT, TTI, BI, and PTI were
referred to individual measures. Area measures included total delay, congested travel,
percentage of congested travel, congested roadway, and accessibility. The report also
distinguished between the performance measures as primary and secondary depending on
the analysis area.
Dong & Mahmassani (2009) developed a methodology to estimate TT reliability.
TT reliability was associated with traffic flow breakdowns and delays. A probability
distribution function for pre-breakdown flow rate was calibrated using field data, from I405 Irvine freeway in CA. The normal distribution was the most suitable for the Jeffrey
section of the freeway, while the Weibull distribution provided the best fit for the Red
Hill section. The authors assumed a linear relationship between breakdown and prebreakdown flow rates. The delay was estimated based on TTI and flow rate values.
Numerical experiments were performed for I-405, and results indicated that the proposed
concept was efficient for relieving congestion and TT delays.
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The Memphis Urban Area MPO (2013) conducted a Freight Peer to Peer Program
meeting to exchange the best practices between regional freight industry stakeholders
from public and private sectors, and also various transportation agencies. Establishment
of performance measures for freight transport was found to be a very important aspect in
prioritizing highway improvement projects. It was underlined that performance measures
should be set at state level with assistance of regional agencies if necessary. Performance
measures should take into consideration interests of both private and public sectors.
Lee and Ross (2015) studied how truck GPS data can be utilized for freight
demand forecast at the state and regional levels. ATRI GPS data for Atlanta and
Birmingham was collected for eight weeks and used to develop a tour-based freight
demand model at the state/regional level in conjunction with existing data sources,
employment data and transport network. The model was divided in 7 sections. First, the
Tour Generation Model produces truck tours in each TAZ based on zonal characteristics.
This output was used to scale GPS data. Next, the Tour Main Destination Model
calculates the probability of each zone being a primary destination for tours originating
from all other zones and the Intermediate Stop Model calculates how many intermediate
stops there are for each tour, if any, using a multinomial logit model and identifies
destination zones for each intermediate zone. The Time of Day model splits tours into
different time periods and the Trip Accumulator breaks tours into truck trips that are used
as inputs to the Traffic Assignment model. Link volumes from the developed model were
compared to Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC’s) trip based model and it was found
that the new model assignment was closer to the reported traffic counts for the examined
period.
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Bernardin et al., (2015) used ATRI’s truck GPS data in Iowa and Tennessee to
identify possible biases and calculate ODMEs. Data used consists of 8 week truck
observations for each quarter in 2012 and are already processed giving information for
begin and end TAZs between two consecutive observations, distance, time, speed and
status (moving/stopped). Further process of the data was needed to identify ODs for each
sequence of moving records and discard bad data (GPS positional errors, partial trips,
intrazonal trips greater than 30 miles). ODME algorithms applied use truck counts on the
network and scaled raw ATRI trip table to represent the proper amount of VMT extracted
from iTRAM. The results were analyze to evaluate if there were any biases on
geographic regions or trip length. It was found that for Iowa there were no geographic
biases but there was evidence of bias towards longer haul trips. Also, it was found that
ATRI’s ODME trip table had a smaller RMSE when compared to iTRAM results which
indicated that this data can be used to produce a better model than the existed.
Conclusions
From the literature review it is noticed that the majority of studies focused on
identifying FPMs. The FPMs identified in these studies are:


Link/path/trip/tour TT (min, hrs.)



Link/path/trip/tour TS (km/hr., mi/hr.)



Tour characteristics: tour generation, stop generation, stop duration, tour duration,
tour completion, stop purpose, stop location, stop time of day choice, number of
stops during the tour, number of trips during the tour



TT reliability/variability
o 90th and 95th percentile travel time (𝑡𝑝90% and 𝑡𝑝95% )
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o Buffer index 𝐵𝐼 =

𝑡𝑝95% −𝑥̅
𝑥̅

1

o where 𝑥̅ = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 : mean travel time; 𝑥𝑖 : travel time for the
observation i; 𝑁 : number of observations
o Buffer travel time 𝐵𝑇𝑇 = 𝑡𝑝95% − 𝑥̅ (minutes, hours)
o Planning travel time 𝑃𝑇𝑇 = 𝑡𝑝95% (minutes, hours)
o Planning travel time index 𝑃𝑇𝑇𝐼 =

𝑡𝑝95%
𝑥𝐹𝐹𝑆

o where 𝑥𝐹𝐹𝑆 : free flow speed travel time
o Travel time index 𝑇𝑇𝐼 = 𝑥

𝑥
𝐹𝐹𝑆
2
(∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 −𝑥̅ )

o Travel time standard deviation 𝜎 = √

𝑁−1

o Travel time coefficient of variation 𝐶𝑉 =

𝜎
𝑥̅

o Travel time range 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥̅

o Ratio of mean travel time to median travel time 𝑟 = 𝑥̂
where 𝑥̂ : median travel time


Total segment delay 𝑇𝑆𝐷 = (𝑡𝑝95% − 𝑥𝐹𝐹𝑆 ) × 𝑉 (vehicles-minutes)
where : volume of vehicles at the segment



Congested travel 𝐶𝑇 = ∑ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ × 𝑉 (vehicles-miles)
where 𝑡ℎ : congested segment length



Congested roadway 𝐶𝑅 = ∑ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (miles)
Utilizing and processing GPS data can be a challenging task. One of the biggest

challenges is to obtain this data since trucking companies are reluctant to share any
information regarding their vehicles (i.e. location, speed, stops) and type of commodity
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transported due to security and privacy issues. Once the data is provided researches have
to deal with other issues while processing it since the information provided may be
limited or include positional errors. Most common problems researchers face while
processing the data are:


Errors caused by device (e.g., 2-5 m GPS spatial error; existence of data points
not belonging to the road network; signal loss due to spatial obstructions)



Errors caused by outliers (e.g., in some cases it is difficult to determine if a
vehicle stopped for refueling, delivery, driver’s rest, etc.)



Errors caused by snapping (e.g., buffer radius of the data point covers more than
one segments and it is necessary to relate the point to a segment)



Errors caused by data collection (e.g., GPS points collected during weekends and
holidays should be disregarded, since vehicle traveling patterns may change
during those days)



Errors caused by non-recurring congestion (e.g., an incident will substantially
affect speed of vehicles at the given roadway segment).
Several papers, dealing with vehicle trips, highlighted the difficulty of defining a

trip end (Greaves & Figliozzi, 2008; Bassok et al., 2011; Kuppam et al., 2014). In some
cases vehicles were not static even when the trip ended (e.g., trucks moving within a
distribution facility). Different approaches were used to identify trip ends (e.g., threshold
on the minimum allowable speed, changing vehicle coordinates, check if a trip is
genuine, ensure that there is no signal loss, etc.).
From the available literature it can be concluded that GPS data are widely used to
evaluate performance of corridors, estimate trip generation rates at intermodal and
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transmodal terminals, determine congested segments of highways, identity areas of future
improvement needs, mitigate possible environmental issues caused by vehicles, and
develop FPMs for different types of facilities (highway corridors, distribution centers,
intermodal terminals, public and private warehouses, etc.). FPMs, estimated using GPS
data, can assist public and private stakeholders along with various transportation agencies
to prioritize congested roadway segments and efficiently allocate available monetary
resource to enhance travel conditions at those segments. However, the process of GPS
data may become a difficult task due to erroneous data, inaccurate analysis approach, and
inability of tracking driver’s behavior.
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Chapter Three: Data Description and Processing
This section provides a description of the data available and a methodology for
processing GPS records and estimating FPMs. Additional procedures that were
developed to analyze individual truck trip traveling patters will be presented in following
chapters.
Data Description
General Statistics
The GPS records used in this study were provided by ATRI and include trucks, traveling
within the State of TN in 2012 (January-December). A total of 104,232,699 observations
were provided for 60,962 unique trucks. The given data for the whole year was embedded
in a PostgreSQL database used to process the data, retrieve GPS records for specific days,
assign a unique identifier to each observation, and conduct a statistical analysis. All
observations were roughly equally distributed among the four quarters of the year:
22.27% of the observations were for the first quarter (January-March), 24.86% were for
the second quarter (April-June), 26.2% were for the third quarter (July-September), and
26.67% were for the fourth quarter (October-December). Figure 1 demonstrates the
average percentage of observations for each day of the week. It can be noticed that the
majority of GPS records (52.4%) were obtained between Tuesday and Thursday, while
only 17.17% of observations were received during weekends.
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FIGURE 1 Distribution of Observations per Day of the Week

The total number of observations per truck varied as the provided dataset was a
random sample, accounting approximately for 3%-5% of the whole population. The
maximum number of GPS records for a single truck in a day was 1501. However, the
majority of trucks had less than 80 observations in a day (see Figure 2). The frequency of
GPS signal was not fixed, and a significant percentage (29%-39%) of these observations
included stopped trucks. A truck was considered as stopped in this study, if its spot speed
was less than 5 mph, which is a common speed threshold established by researchers. On
an hourly basis approximately 95% of the trucks had up to 20 observations (see Figure 3),
which translates to one observation per 3 minutes (stopped trucks included), while 50%
had less than 10 observations (i.e., one every six minutes). Non-unique truck observations
in a 15 minute interval ranged from 266 to 7931, while stopped trucks observations for
the same interval ranged from 62 to 3411.
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FIGURE 2 Number of Daily Observations for a Single Truck

FIGURE 3 Number of Hourly Observations for a Single Truck
The data provided was analyzed for four time periods: i) AM Peak: 6am – 9am, ii)
Midday Peak (MD): 9am – 2pm, iii) PM Peak: 2pm – 6pm, and iv) Off-peak (OP): 6pm –
6am. Truck distributions by day of the week and time of the day are presented in Figure
4. The majority of observations was obtained for the OP time period. The smallest
amount of GPS records (on average 10% during weekdays, except Saturdays with 15%)
were transmitted during the AM peak hours, as this time period covers only 3 hours of
the day. Approximately 14-15% of observations were obtained for the PM peak period.
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Figure 5 shows the percentage of stopped trucks during each of the four time periods.
The largest percentage of stopped trucks was observed during the PM and MD time
periods (35.02% and 35.01% respectively), while during AM and OP time periods this
percentage was slightly lower (31.96% and 31.09% respectively). However, the largest
amount of trucks was identified during the OP time period for each weekday (see Figure
6). Percentage of stopped trucks comprised on average 16% during the PM peak hour
during weekdays. Substantial percentage of stopped trucks was noticed during the MD
time period for Saturdays (≈19.5%).

FIGURE 4 Truck Distribution by Day of the Week and Time of the Day
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FIGURE 5 Percentage of Stopped Trucks per Time of the Day

FIGURE 6 Stopped Truck Distribution by Day of the Week and Time of the Day
Dataset Description
A GPS data sample, obtained for a random day in the year of 2012, is presented in Figure
7 and used to describe the available data. The following information was provided for
each GPS record:
 GPS waypoint (X and Y coordinates)
 Time stamp
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 Heading
 Spot speed
 Truck Identifier

FIGURE 7 Random Day GPS Data Display

Time stamps were given for Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) zone. The State
of TN lies in two time zones: Central Daylight Time (CDT) zone and Eastern Daylight
Time (EDT) zone. The local time should be estimated for each GPS point in order to
conduct the analysis for specific time periods. The Extract Analysis Toolbox, of ESRI
ArcGIS 10.0, was used to assign a time zone to each observation based on its spatial
disposition (see Figure 8). Once a time zone was determined for a GPS record, a local
time was computed based on the difference between the given time zone and UTC zone.
A daylight saving time for the year 2012 was considered as well. EDT zone was 4 hours
behind UTC, while CDT zone was 5 hours behind UTC between March 11, 2012 and
November 4, 2012. For the rest of the year EDT zone was 5 hours behind UTC, while
CDT zone was 6 hours behind UTC.
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FIGURE 8 CDT and EDT Zones in TN
One of eight possible headings was recorded for each observation: E, W, N, NE, NW,
SE, and SW. A unique identifier was assigned to each truck as most trucking companies
are not willing to share any information regarding their vehicles and type of commodity
transported (Greaves & Figliozzi, 2008; McCormack et al., 2011; McCormack & Zhao,
2011).
Data Processing
Associating GPS Records with the Network
In order to associate (or snap) GPS points on the network, the Proximity Analysis
Toolbox, of ESRI ArcGIS 10.0, was used. In this study the Freight Analysis Framework
(FAF) transportation network for the State of TN was used. The FAF network includes
3,393 road segments with average link length of 2.66 miles. Since truck GPS data did not
include any information on the accuracy of the GPS devices, the worst case scenario of a
quarter mile (as reported in the literature, see Jones et al., 2005; Schofield & Harrison,
2007), was assumed. In theory, the search radius for snapping observations should be
equal to sum of the device spatial error and the positional error of the used network. In
FAF network this can be up to ±260 feet (FHWA, 2014). GPS records lying outside the
search radius were discarded.
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Direction and Outlier Identification (DOI) Algorithm
DOI algorithm was developed to address the issue of multiple directions of GPS truck
records, associated with the same link. Figure 9A illustrates this issue with 17
observations, snapped to link, having a total of six unique headings: E, N, NE, SW, SE,
and W. These GPS records should be separated in two groups: 1) trucks moving from the
link start point (with coordinates [xst, yst]) to the link end point (with coordinates [xend,
yend]), and 2) trucks moving from the link end point to the link start point. Based on the
link’s geometry those groups should be either NE or SW directions respectively. The
major steps of DOI are as follows:
DOI Steps
Step 1: Load GPS data for a given day/time period
Step 2: Associate each GPS record with a link (based on a predefined radius around each
record)
Step 3: Remove outliers1 based on speed (if speed threshold is known)
Step 4: For each link
Step 4.1: Identify the number of unique truck headings
Step 4.2: Separate observations in two groups based on the link spatial disposition
(see Figure 9)
Step 4.3: Remove additional outliers based on the Chauvenet’s criterion (optional)

1

Observations with spot speeds less than 5 mph are considered as outliers.
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FIGURE 9 DOI for Resolving the Problem with Headings

An example to explain how DOI is implemented is presented next.
DOI Example
Figure 9B provides an example of step 4.2 for a fictitious link. First, the start and
end point coordinates for the given link are calculated. The link is then approximated by a
straight line, connecting the start and end points. The next step calculates the angle (α),
between the E-W axis and the straight line representing the link. The value of α can be
estimated using line coordinates and trigonometric functions (e.g., arccosine, arcsine,
arctangent, etc.). In the given example (see Figure 9B) angle α lies between 0 and π/4,
hence trucks with headings E, N, NE or SE will be assigned to the direction from B to A
(BA) and trucks with headings W, S, SW or NW to the direction from A to B (AB).
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Groups of headings, contributing to BA and AB directions, for every possible angle α are
presented in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10 DOI Heading Assignment
Outlier Detection: Chauvenet’s Criterion
Detection and removal of outlier GPS truck records is a crucial component of the
analysis if accurate FPMs are to be calculated. Removal of outliers based on
predetermined thresholds (e.g., 10 mph) may result in high misclassification of records
during different time periods of the day (e.g., 10 mph may not be an outlier for peak
periods). To escape the use of predetermined speed thresholds the Chauvenet’s criterion
was adopted (Chauvenet, 1960). The criterion assumes that speeds follow a Normal
Distribution, and observations are considered as outliers, if the probability of obtaining
their deviation from the mean is less than 1/(2N), where N is the number of observations.
FPM Calculation
Once GPS records are associated with links, direction of truck movement has
been assigned, and outliers have been detected and removed, preferred FPMs can be
calculated using DOI. The list of FPMs, calculated in this study, includes TS (in each
direction), TT, and TT reliability measures (90th percentile TT, 95th percentile TT, buffer
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TT or BTT, BTT index or BI, TT standard deviation or TTSD, TTCV, TT range, mean to
median TT ratio). Average TS were computed based on spot speeds available from GPS
truck data. This approach was chosen as most of consecutive GPS points for a given truck
belong (for the majority of the trucks) to different links (i.e., link length and the mean
time interval between observations cannot be used to calculate average TS). Once FPMs
are calculated for all links, it will be possible to identify areas, where bottlenecks occur
for a given time period.
DOI Validation
DOI was validated on the FAF network with LTS obtained from the FPMweb
Tool. Data for the I-40 section in TN was retrieved from the FPMweb Tool for 36 days
(3 consecutive weekdays for each month of 2012). Average LTS over 3 days of each
month were computed for four time periods (see section 3.1.1). Then average LTS were
estimated using DOI for the same links and time periods. Results of a comparative
analysis indicated that the differences between LTS, provided by the FPMweb Tool, with
the ones, calculated by DOI, were not significant (less than 5% on average). Differences
were mostly observed on short links (< 3 mi) and could be possibly caused by snapping
errors. Note that DOI can be applied to any network, and its accuracy will depend on
length and shape of each roadway segment.
Iterative DOI (IDOI)
Another issue that was discovered during the study was that no more than 450,000
observations could be processed at a time (≈2-3 days depending on the number
observations/day). Obviously, this number can vary based on CPU capabilities. The
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problem was addressed by considering truck GPS data for one day at the time. The
algorithm, developed to estimate FPMs for multiple days, was named IDOI.
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Chapter Four: Link Performance Indicators
The proposed methodology was applied to the FAF network in the State of TN
using truck GPS data (provided by ATRI) for selected weekdays of each month over the
whole year of 2012. In this section we present the analysis of GPS records, obtained for
January 3rd-5th, 2012. A total of 832,532 observations were available for a total of 11,852
unique trucks. Approximately, 20% of trucks during that time period had only one GPS
record available and were only used for LTS estimation. Note that the Chauvenet’s
criterion was used to exclude any outliers. As a result of the snapping procedure,
observations were associated with 3,127 unique links. Around 29.1% of GPS points had
spot speeds less than 5 mph. The total number of not snapped observations was 196,978
(23.7%), while the total number of filtered GPS records (snapped & spot speed more than
5 mph) was 507,690 records (61.0%). The remaining GPS records had spot speeds less
than 5 mph and/or were not located near the FAF network links within the search radius.
Average LTS and Total Truck Volumes Estimation
Average TS were estimated using the DOI for four time periods of the day
defined in section 3.1.1. Results of the analysis are presented in Figure 11 where mean
speeds of the FAF network links are reported. It can be noticed that fewer filtered records
were obtained for the AM peak period (only 114,693 GPS points), while the maximum
number of records was obtained for the OP period (293,238 GPS points), which may be
explained from AM being the shortest period. The maximum number of links was
analyzed during the MD time period (85.7%), while the minimum number of links was
analyzed during the AM time period (77.3%). On average bi-directional speeds were
calculated for 80.6% links of the FAF network in TN. In general, most of the vehicles
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traveling along major freight corridors (I-40, I-24, I-65, I-75, and I-81) had TS over 51
mph. Average speeds significantly decreased at links in the vicinity (or beltways / ring
roads) of large metropolitan areas (i.e., Memphis, Nashville, Knoxville, and Chattanooga,
TN).
Along with average LTS, total truck volumes (in both direction) were computed
for the same weekdays and four time periods and results are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
It was found that less than 500 trucks were observed on major freight corridors for the
AM peak period between January 3rd and January 5th, while greater volumes (> 500) were
noticed for the remaining time periods. Similar analysis can be conducted for any day of
the year or for multiple days (e.g., average weekday or monthly TS for the same time
periods) using DOI. The computational time for calculating TS and other FPMs will
depend on the computer specifications (RAM, number of cores, etc.).
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FIGURE 11 Mean Speeds, January 3rd-5th
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FIGURE 12 Total Truck Volumes, January 3rd-5th, AM & PM Periods

FIGURE 13 Total Truck Volumes, January 3rd-5th, MD & OP Periods

Travel Time Reliability Estimation
DOI output can also be used to estimate TT reliability measures on the
transportation network. An example of TT reliability analysis results is presented in
Figure 14 for a random link of the FAF network. The link is part of I-40 (East-West)
connecting Nashville, TN and Knoxville, TN. Average TT on the selected link did not
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exceed 5 min for all time periods. However, the 95th percentile TT was substantially
greater during the OP time period in the East direction (approximately 10.5 min), while
TTCV comprised 0.50. Low speeds (< 30 mph) were observed between 00:29 AM and
02:32 AM and could be explained by the fact that truck drivers were accelerating on I-40
after making rest/refueling stops in Rockwood, TN, which is located close to the link.

FIGURE 14 TT Reliability Measures for Random Link #1

TT reliability analysis was conducted for a second random link of the FAF
network. The second link is a part of US-27, heading to Chattanooga, TN. Average TT of
the selected link is approximately 11.5 min for all time periods. However, it can be
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noticed that the 95th percentile TT substantially increased during the PM peak hour in the
North East direction (approximately 15.0 min), while TTCV was 0.18 (Figure 15). This
can be explained by the fact that vehicles, leaving Chattanooga, faced traffic congestion
during the PM peak hour. Besides, significant coefficient of variation (TTCV ≈ 0.13) was
observed during the AM peak hour in both North East and South West direction. As for
MD and OP time periods, the 95th percentile TT was close to the average TT, while
TTCV did not exceed 0.6 in both directions of traveling.

FIGURE 15 TT Reliability Measures for Random Link #2
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Conclusions
This section demonstrated how DOI can be used to compute average TS, calculate
total truck volumes, assess reliability of various highway segments, and estimate other
FPMs for freight transportation corridors of the TN transportation network. The
algorithm may be applied in freight transportation planning, identification of bottlenecks,
calculating various FPMs, prioritizing busy freight transportation corridors for
improvement projects (based on total truck volumes, average TT, and TT reliability).
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Chapter Five: Inter- and Intra-City Truck Trip Analysis
This section describes two algorithms that were developed for truck trip analysis:
Origin-Destination Identification Algorithm (ODIA) and Trip Detection Algorithm
(TDA). ODIA was designed to identify inter-city truck trips1, while TDA can be applied
to analyze both inter- and intra-city truck trips and to estimate truck trip characteristics
(e.g., dwell times at origin, destination, freight facilities, traffic light stops, etc.). Both
algorithms and examples of their application are presented next.
Origin-Destination Identification Algorithm (ODIA)
ODIA was developed to estimate the number of truck trips between traffic
analysis zones (TAZs) in the State of TN. Along with truck trips additional information
can be retrieved (e.g., start trip time, end trip time, trip duration, etc.). Once GPS records
are loaded, ODIA filters out observations with spot speeds greater than a set value (=5
mph), and leaves for analysis only those observations (with spot speeds ≤5 mph), which
can be potentially either origins or destinations. Then the algorithm sorts all trucks by IDs
and observations for each truck by their time stamps in ascending order. Next ODIA
starts an iterative process, which consists in checking TAZ for each observation of a
given truck. If TAZp and TAZs2 for two consecutive GPS records are the same, it is more
likely that no trips were made by the truck. When two consecutive observations have
different TAZp and TAZs, ODIA marks the preceding record as “ORIGIN”, while for the
succeeding record the algorithm checks if it is a genuine destination. If there is only one
consecutive observation with TAZs, ODIA marks that observation as “DESTINATION”.

1

Note that ODIA can be also used not only for identifying inter-city truck trips, but also for estimating trips
between specific areas (denoted by ZIP codes), State counties, particular metropolitan areas, etc.
2
TAZp denotes TAZ for a preceding observation; TAZs denotes TAZ for a succeeding observation
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If there is a group of GPS records with the same TAZs as TAZs, the algorithm calculates
the total travel distance between those observations. If the distance does not exceed ¼
mile (GPS spatial error), ODIA marks the earliest observation of this group as
“DESTINATION”. Otherwise (the distance >¼ mile), the truck was most probably still
traveling (e.g., traffic light stop). Note that travel distance between two consecutive GPS
points was computed based on their coordinates. The procedure continues until all
observations for all trucks are analyzed. Final ODIA output also contains full OriginDestination (OD) matrix. The main ODIA steps are outlined next.

ODIA Steps
Step 0: Initialize origin-destination matrix 𝑂𝐷 =⊘
Step 1: Load GPS data for a given day/time period
Step 2: Remove observations with spot speeds greater than a set value (=5 mph)
Step 3: Sort GPS data based on truck IDs and time stamps (in the ascending order)
Step 4.0: For each truck t set observation i=0
Step 4.1: Select observation i=i+1
Step 4.2: Does the next observation (i.e., i+1) have the same TAZ
If YES - go to Step 4.1
Else go to Step 4.3
Step 4.3: Flag observation i as “ORIGIN”, record trip start time
Step 4.4: Count the total number of observations j≥i+1 with the same TAZ as i+1
and denote it as Q
Step 4.5: Is Q greater than 1
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If YES – go to Step 4.6
Else flag observation i+1 as “DESTINATION”, record trip end time, count trip
 𝑂𝐷(𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑖 , 𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑖+1 ) = 𝑂𝐷(𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑖 , 𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑖+1 ) + 1 and go to Step 4.8
Step 4.6: Compute the total travel distance between consecutive observations i+1,
i+2,…,i+Q and denote it as D
Step 4.7: Is D greater than a set value (=¼ mile)
If YES – go to Step 4.8
Else flag observation i+1 as “DESTINATION”, record trip end time, count trip
 𝑂𝐷(𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑖 , 𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑖+1 ) = 𝑂𝐷(𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑖 , 𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑖+1 ) + 1 and go to Step 4.8
Step 4.8: Is i+Q the last observation for truck t
If YES – go to Step 4.9
Else go to Step 4.1
Step 4.9: It truck t the last
If YES – go to Step 5
Else go to Step 4.0 and set t=t+1
Step 5: Retrieve necessary truck trip data
ODIA Application
ODIA algorithm was implemented to identify truck trips between TAZs within
the State of TN in January and February, 2012. The State of TN is divided into 6,095
TAZs. The Extract Analysis Toolbox, of ESRI ArcGIS 10.0, was used to associate GPS
records with each TAZ. Some of TAZs did not have any available observations (≈14.1%
for January and ≈13.4% for February). Results of truck trip analysis are presented in
Figures 16-19 and Table 1. It was found that approximately 1.0% of trucks had
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suspiciously large trip travel time, i.e. more than 10 hours, which is the travel time
between two cities, located close to the opposite TN boarders (Memphis, West TN, and
Johnson City, East TN). Manual inspection indicated that a large trip travel time was
caused by loss of the GPS signal (i.e., a truck arrived to its destination earlier). Hence, all
trips with travel times greater than 10 hours were discarded from the analysis to avoid
erroneous outcomes.
Table 1 Truck Trip Descriptive Statistics
Month
Number of unique trucks
Total number of trips
Average trips/truck/month
Average trips/day
Mean trip travel time (min)
Median trip travel time (min)

January
22,807
648,486
28.4
20,919
57.2
21.0

February
23,189
666,469
28.7
22,982
55.3
21.9

FIGURE 16 Number of Origins by TAZ for January 2012
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FIGURE 17 Number of Destinations by TAZ for January 2012

FIGURE 18 Number of Origins by TAZ for February 2012

FIGURE 19 Number of Destinations by TAZ for February 2012
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Generally, it can be noticed that distribution of origins/destinations was similar
for January and February (see Figures 16 and 18 for origins and Figures 17 and 19 for
destinations). This can be explained by the fact that most of trucks have a predetermined
set of pick-up/drop-off locations, which have to be visited with a specific frequency (i.e.,
daily, weekly, bi-weekly, etc.). Besides, it was found that the majority of trips were
originated/destined near large metropolitan areas (i.e., Memphis, Nashville, Knoxville,
Chattanooga, etc.). A substantial number of origins and destinations were observed along
the major freight corridors (I-40, I-24, I-65, I-75, and I-81). It is more likely that in the
latter case truck drivers stopped for refueling, rest, or other activities, not involving
commodity pick-up/drop-off. ODIA does not include logical tests for identifying those
stops due to a number of reasons (i.e., high GPS signal frequency is required, locations of
rest stops should be provided, lack of commodity data, etc.).
A higher number of unique trucks and truck trips were identified in February as
compared to January (most probably due to the holiday season). On average, each truck
averaged 28 trips per month (Table 1). It can be noticed that the majority of trucks
traveled between TAZs located close to each other, as the mean trip travel time did not
exceed 1 hour for both months. The average number of detected trips was 20,919 and
22,982 for January and February respectively. OD matrices were estimated for each day
of January and February, but are not presented in here due to their size (i.e., trucks
originated/destined in more than 5,000 TAZs). Note that similar analysis can be
conducted for any month of the year or multiple months.
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Trip Detection Algorithm (TDA)
TDA was designed to analyze individual truck trip (both inter- and intra-city)
patterns for a given time period. The TDA steps are outlined next. Along with truck GPS
data, TDA requires a GIS database, containing polygons of freight facilities. The major
TDA steps are as follows:
TDA Steps
Step 1: Load GPS data for a given day/time period
Step 2: Sort GPS data based on truck IDs
Step 3: Sort observations for each truck based on time of the day
Step 4: For each truck
Step 4.1: Determine trip ORIGIN (if any)
Step 4.2: Identify truck stops (if any)
Step 4.3: Define possible reasons for each stop
Step 4.4: Determine trip DESTINATION (if any)
Step 4.5: Obtain truck trip characteristics
Step 5: Retrieve necessary truck trip data
For each truck trip the following conditions are checked by TDA for each GPS record:


If spot speed for the earliest observation is less than a set value (=5 mph) and the
truck is not at a facility, flag the observation as “ORIGIN”, else “NO ORIGIN”;



If there is a group of the earliest observations with spot speeds less than a set
value (=5 mph) and the truck is not at a facility, flag the first observation as
“ORIGIN” and the rest as “STAYS AT ORIGIN”;
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If spot speeds for all observations are equal to zero and the truck is not at a
facility, flag them as “NO MOVEMENT”;



If spot speed for the observation is less than a set value (=20 mph) and the truck is
at facility, flag the observation as “AT FACILITY”;



If spot speed for the observation is greater than a set value (=20 mph) and the
truck is within the facility area, flag the observation as “PASSING FACILITY”;



If a group of consecutive observations has a travel distance less than a set value
(=5 mi), max spot speed less than a set value (=20 mph), and one of the
observations was transmitted from a facility, flag them as “AT FACILITY”;



If a group of consecutive observations has travel distance less than a set value
(=10 mi), max speed less than a set value (=20 mph), travel time greater than a set
value (=30 min), and none of them were transmitted from a facility or destination,
flag them as “MOVING SLOWLY”;



If spot speed for the observation is greater than a set value (=5 mph) and the truck
is not at a facility or moving slowly, flag the observation as “MOVING”;



If spot speed for the observation is less than a set value (=5 mph), and truck is not
at a facility, destination or moving slowly, flag the observation as “STOPPED”;



If a group of consecutive observations has spot speeds less than a set value 1 (=5
mph), travel time between the first and preceding one is less than a set value 2 (=3
min), travel time between the last and the proceeding one is less than a set value 3
(=3 min), and the total stop time is less than a set value 4 (=3 min), flag them as
“STOP AT TR.L.” or stopped at traffic light;
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If the observation has spot speed less than a set value (=5 mph), the total stop time
is greater than a lower bound (=3 min) but less than an upper bound (=15 min),
and the truck is not at a facility, destination or moving slowly, flag the
observation as “SDTUR” or stopped due to unknown reason;



If the truck was stopped for more than a set value (=15 min), and it is not at a
facility, destination or moving slowly, flag the corresponding observation as
“POT. NEW ORIGIN” or potential new origin;



If spot speed for the last observation is less than a set value (=5 mph) and the
truck is not at facility flag the observation as “DESTINATION”, else “NO
DESTINATION”;



If a group of latest observations has spot speeds less than a set value (=5 mph)
and the truck is not at a facility, flag the first one as “DESTINATION” and the
rest as “STAYS AT DESTINATION”.

In this study threshold values for identifying a truck status were set based on travel
patterns in the State of TN, data features (e.g., truck speeds within facilities, average time
interval between consecutive observations), and current practices, revealed in the
literature (common time and speed threshold values for stopped trucks, traffic light
stops), which can differ by metropolitan area). Along with truck GPS data, the authors
had access to a GIS database, containing polygons of freight facilities, located in the
Greater Memphis area (not all TN). Travel distance between consecutive observations
was estimated using coordinates of GPS records. This method will be accurate for
interstates, but approximate when approaching cities (due to high curvature of links or
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change of direction). GPS records, when a truck possibly made a pick-up/delivery stop at
a freight facility, and for which facility the coordinates were not available, TDA marked
the truck movement as “MOVING SLOWLY”. In some cases a truck may stop for more
than 3 and less than 15 minutes. Those observations were flagged as stopped due to
unknown reason or SDTUR (fueling, rest stop, traffic incident, etc.). When observations
are labeled as “MOVING SLOWLY” or “SDTUR” a supplementary inspection (e.g.,
Google maps or satellite images) is recommended to identify the stop purpose. If
consecutive GPS points indicated that a truck has been stopped for longer than 15 min the
algorithm will mark the corresponding GPS record as a potential new origin (PotNewOr).
Next we present two examples of TDA application.
TDA Example 1
The first random truck #1, selected for analysis, was traveling in Memphis (TN)
on January 3rd between 12:04 AM and 4:24 PM (Figure 20). A total of 23 GPS records
were available for truck #1.
TDA identified that the first seven records were transmitted, when the truck was
at its trip origin. A manual inspection (based on satellite images) indicated that the truck
originated at a commercial warehouse. The truck spent approximately 12.0 hours at that
warehouse and then started its trip approximately at 2:42 pm. The algorithm determined
the first truck stop at 2:57 pm. Based on coordinates of the stop location, it was
established that the truck was at a freight facility. Nine observations, transmitted between
2:57 pm and 3:48 pm, were flagged as “AT FACILITY’. The next group of GPS records,
received between 4:04 pm and 4:07 pm, indicated that the truck was moving. TDA
marked those GPS points as “MOVING”. The second truck stop occurred at 4:09 pm
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near E Shelby Dr – Lamar Ave intersection. A manual inspection (based on satellite
images) suggested that a truck driver stopped at Pilot Travel Center. The stop duration
could not be established, since there was only one “STOPPED” observation available.
The next GPS record was transmitted at 4:24 PM, when the truck started moving again.
Since that observation was the last for a considered truck, it was marked as “NO
DESTINATION” by TDA.

FIGURE 20 Trip of a Random Truck #1 on January 3rd
TDA Example 2
The second randomly selected truck #2 was also traveling within the Greater
Memphis Area (TN). A total of 28 observations have been transmitted between 10:15
AM and 06:05 PM (Figure 21).
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TDA determined that the first two GPS points were received, when the truck was
at its origin. Based on satellite images it was found that the truck origin located in the
residential area near intersection Frayser Blvd – Madewell St. The truck started moving
at 10:33 AM. The next ten observations were flagged as “MOVING” by TDA. A large
time interval was noticed between 11th and 12th GPS records (i.e., between 11:00 AM and
03:50 PM). The truck could potentially make additional stops within that time period.
The only truck stop was detected at 03:51 PM. Four consecutive observations were
marked as “AT FACILITY” by TDA. A manual inspection indicated that the truck was at
one of freight facilities, located near Lamar Ave – Tuggle Rd intersection. The total dwell
time at facility was very small (i.e., ≈ 1 min). This fact indicates that there was a loss of
GPS signal after 11:00 AM (or observations were not provided in the dataset), and it is
more likely that the truck arrived to the freight facility before 03:51 PM (i.e., sometime
between 11:00 AM and 03:50 PM). The next group of observations has been transmitted
between 03:54 PM and 04:25 PM, when the truck was moving. The truck arrived to its
destination between 04:25 PM and 04:28 PM. The destination location had coordinates
close to the origin coordinates (i.e., the truck made a tour). The last observation was
received at 06:05 PM. TDA indicated that at least 1 hour and 37 min the truck had been
staying at its destination.
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FIGURE 21 Trip of a Random Truck #2 Trip on January 3rd
Truck Trip Characteristics
Besides truck status TDA estimates additional trip characteristics (dwell times at
origin, destination, freight facilities, traffic light stops, etc.), which are presented in Table
2. Producing similar output data for individual trucks can be time consuming if
performed manually, especially if we consider some trucks may have more than 200
observations per day. Thus, use of TDA can significantly reduce the effort required for
individual truck trip analysis. Note that most likely TDA underestimates truck dwell TT
due to GPS data quality. Dwell TT at stops is counted from the first observation available
with speed ≤ 5 mph, but it is impossible to know with certainty if the truck stop was
initiated at an earlier time (i.e., between GPS records with speed > 5 mph and speed ≤ 5
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mph respectively). Dwell TT could be computed with higher accuracy if the GPS signal
is provided more frequently (e.g., every 10 sec).
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Table 2 Trip Data for a Random Truck
Truck
ID

TS(i)

TS(i+1)

tt

td

#1

0.077

5.294

5.22

0.03

#1

5.294

6.077

0.78

0

#1

6.077

9.577

3.5

0

#1

9.577

10.577

1

0

#1

10.58

11.794

1.22

0

#1

11.79

12.077

0.28

0

#1

12.08

14.714

2.64

0.06

#1

14.71

14.817

0.1

#1

14.82

14.966

#1

14.97

#1

15.08

Status(i)

Status (i+1)

dtto

dttf

dtts

PotNewOr

dttstl

dttms

dttd

STAYS AT
ORIGIN

5.217

0

0

0

0

0

0

STAYS AT
ORIGIN

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

STAYS AT
ORIGIN

9.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

STAYS AT
ORIGIN

10.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

STAYS AT
ORIGIN

11.72

0

0

0

0

0

0

STAYS AT
ORIGIN

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

MOVING

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.78

AT
ORIGIN
STAYS
AT
ORIGIN
STAYS
AT
ORIGIN
STAYS
AT
ORIGIN
STAYS
AT
ORIGIN
STAYS
AT
ORIGIN
STAYS
AT
ORIGIN
MOVING

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.15

3.1

MOVING

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

15.078

0.11

0

12

0.11

0

0

0

0

0

15.434

0.36

0.05

MOVING
AT
FACILITY
AT
FACILITY
AT
FACILITY

12

0.47

0

0

0

0

0

AT
FACILITY
AT
FACILITY
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Table 2 (Continued) Trip Data for a Random Truck
Truck
ID

TS(i)

TS(i+1)

tt

td

Status(i)

Status (i+1)

dtto

dttf

dtts

PotNewOr

dttstl

dttms

dttd

#1

15.43

15.434

0

0

AT
FACILITY

AT FACILITY

12

0.47

0

0

0

0

0

#1

15.43

15.577

0.14

0

AT
FACILITY

AT FACILITY

12

0.61

0

0

0

0

0

#1

15.58

15.668

0.09

0.01

AT
FACILITY

AT FACILITY

12

0.7

0

0

0

0

0

#1

15.67

15.684

0.02

0.04

AT
FACILITY

AT FACILITY

12

0.72

0

0

0

0

0

#1

15.68

15.806

0.12

0.01

AT
FACILITY

AT FACILITY

12

0.84

0

0

0

0

0

#1

15.81

15.815

0.01

0

AT
FACILITY

AT FACILITY

12

0.85

0

0

0

0

0

#1

15.82

16.067

0.25

4.24

AT
FACILITY

MOVING

12

0.85

0

0

0

0

0

#1

16.07

16.077

0.01

0.51

MOVING

MOVING

12

0.85

0

0

0

0

0

#1

16.08

16.131

0.05

0.56

MOVING

MOVING

12

0.85

0

0

0

0

0

#1

16.13

16.151

0.02

0.01

MOVING

STOPPED

12

0.85

0

0

0

0

0

#1

16.15

16.406

0.26

0.06

STOPPED

NO
DESTINATION

12

0.85

0

0

0

0

0

TS – time stamp (hr); tt – travel time between consecutive observations (hr); td – travel distance between consecutive observations (mi);
dtto - truck origin dwell time (hr); dttf - truck dwell travel time at facilities (hr); dtts - truck dwell travel time at stops; PotNewOr –
potential new origin (0 – no, 1 – yes); dttstl - truck dwell travel time at traffic light stops (hr); dttms - truck dwell travel time moving
slowly (hr); dttd - truck destination dwell time (hr);
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Conclusions
This section presented two algorithms for truck trips analysis using GPS data. The
first algorithm (ODIA) can be applied for estimating inter-city truck trips, while the
second algorithm (TDA) was designed to identify both inter- and intra-city truck trips and
compute truck trip characteristics. Applications of both algorithms were demonstrated
using truck GPS records available for the State of TN. It was found that the majority of
truck trips originated or destined near the major metropolitan areas and along the key
freight transportation corridors. The accuracy of OIDA and TDA can be improved, if
more frequent GPS signal is provided and additional information (i.e., location of freight
facilities, rest stops, pick-up/drop-off business locations, commodity data, etc.) is
available.
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Chapter Six: Β Factors Calibration
In this section, the output of the ODIA algorithm is used to calibrate the β factor
used in Trip Distribution to calculate friction factors between zones. In four step
planning, the output of Trip Generation is used as an input to Trip Distribution. Two
matrices with origins and destinations from each zone are used as input to the model,
along with a cost matrix which represents the associated cost from each Origin to each
Destination. The aggregation level of ODs can be as small as a Traffic Analysis Zone
(TAZ) or a county, or as big as a state depending on the problem definition. In general,
the cost matrix between zones is given as the time needed to travel from one zone to
another using the shortest path from each zone’s centroid.
Methodology
Several methods are used in Trip Distribution with some of them used for short
term studies and others been suitable for long term studies where the associated network
cost may change (Ortuzar, 2011). The model used here is the Gravity Model, which is
used to forecast trip patterns in cases where changes in the network can occur. A doubly
constrained (where both future productions and attractions are given) Gravity Model is
calculated using the following formula:
𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖 𝑂𝑖 𝐵𝑗 𝐷𝑗 𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗 )
Where:
Tij: trips from i to j
Oi: total number of trips originating at zone i
Dj: total number of trips attracted in zone j
Ai, Bj: balancing factors
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f(cij): generalized travel cost function with one or more parameters (friction
factors) for calibration
Friction factors are used to represent the effects of travel impedance. They can be
asserted for individual increments of impedance or computed from as a function of travel
impedance (Cambridge Systematics, 2010). The simplest impedance variable is travel
time, which is an adequate measure in areas without a significant level of monetary auto
operating cost beyond typical per-mile costs. Other components of travel impedance can
be distance, parking costs, tolls etc (NCHRP 716). Friction factors should be
monotonically decreasing from a peak as travelers try to reduce their travel time, while
the minimum value for a friction factor is always greater than zero. There are two basic
methods for developing and calibrating friction factors. The first one is using a
mathematical formula and the other using fitted curves or lookup tables. The most
common forms of formulas used in friction factors are shown below:

𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑒 −𝛽𝑐𝑖𝑗

exponential function

−𝑛
𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑐𝑖𝑗

power function

−𝑛 −𝛽𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑒

combined function

Scope of the study is to calibrate the β parameter used in friction factors of
Gravity model. Curve-fitting methods do not work well on Gravity model as it is a
nonlinear and complex method. In this study each zone is associated to a TAZ and the
cost between two TAZs is defined as the average travel time computed from the ODIA
algorithm. According to NCHRP 716 the advantage of exponential function is that the
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parameter β represents the mean travel time, hence this one will be used in this study.
One problem in the calibration process is when there is insufficient data to develop the
estimates of the observed values. What is suggested in NCHRP 716, is to “start with
parameters from another modeling context and to calibrate the model as well as possible
using any local data that are available, including data on work travel from the American
Community Survey ACS/CTPP, traffic counts, and any limited survey data that might be
available.”
Following is the pseudo code to calibrate the β parameter of gravity model:
Import Oi, Dj, cij
c* = ∑𝑖𝑖(𝑁𝑖𝑗 𝑐𝑖𝑗 )/ ∑𝑖𝑗 𝑁𝑖𝑗

Nij: observed number of trips for each OD

β = 1/ c*
fij = 𝑒 −𝛽𝑐𝑖𝑗
Initialize Bj (or Ai) setting all values equal to 1
e=1

error in trip calculation

While e> (set value)
Ai = 1/∑𝑖 𝐵𝑗 𝐷𝑗 𝑒 −𝛽𝑐𝑖𝑗
Bj = 1/∑𝑗 𝐴𝑖 𝑂𝑖 𝑒 −𝛽𝑐𝑖𝑗
Tij = 𝐴𝑖 𝑂𝑖 𝐵𝑗 𝐷𝑗 𝑓𝑖𝑗
e = ∑𝑖 |𝑂𝑖 − ∑𝑗 𝑇𝑖𝑗 | + ∑𝑗 |𝐷𝑗 − ∑𝑖 𝑇𝑖𝑗 |
end
c = ∑𝑖𝑗(𝑇𝑖𝑗 𝑐𝑖𝑗 ) / ∑𝑖𝑗 𝑇𝑖𝑗
er = c*-c

error in mean cost

While er > (set value)
β = β∙c/c*
fij = 𝑒 −𝛽𝑐𝑖𝑗
Initialize Bj (or Ai) setting all values equal to 1
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e=1
While e> (set value)
Ai = 1/∑𝑖 𝐵𝑗 𝐷𝑗 𝑒 −𝛽𝑐𝑖𝑗
Bj = 1/∑𝑗 𝐴𝑖 𝑂𝑖 𝑒 −𝛽𝑐𝑖𝑗
Tij = 𝐴𝑖 𝑂𝑖 𝐵𝑗 𝐷𝑗 𝑓𝑖𝑗
e = ∑𝑖 |𝑂𝑖 − ∑𝑗 𝑇𝑖𝑗 | + ∑𝑗 |𝐷𝑗 − ∑𝑖 𝑇𝑖𝑗 |
end
c = ∑𝑖𝑗(𝑇𝑖𝑗 𝑐𝑖𝑗 ) / ∑𝑖𝑗 𝑇𝑖𝑗
er = |c*-c|
end

This approach works well when there are no or just a few missing values in the
cost matrix and the given productions and attractions per zone. Since the data used in this
study is only a small proportion of the true number of trucks travelling along Tennessee
there are many ODs that do not have any trucks travelling between them and the
associated cost or the number of trips cannot be estimated. To fix for this, zones that
produce no attractions and productions and the associated cost is zero (∑𝑖 𝑐𝑖𝑗 = ∑𝑗 𝑐𝑖𝑗 =0)
′
should be removed from the cost matrix (𝑐𝑖𝑗
) and the productions (𝑂𝑖′ ,) and attractions

(𝐷𝑗′ ) matrices. Zones that produce trips but not attract any or the opposite cannot be
′
removed since the cost matrix has to be square. The new matrices 𝑐𝑖𝑗
, 𝑂𝑖′ , and 𝐷𝑗′ are the

ones used to calibrate the β parameter.
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Conclusions
This section presented how the output of the previous algorithms can be used in
four step planning to calibrate the β factor in Trip Distribution. The proposed
methodology accounts for problems that occur when the cost and the number of trips
between zones is not known for a large number of ODs. As a future research on this study
is to calibrate the β factor for the four different time periods as proposed by the Memphis
MPO and for the whole day, then estimate future attractions and productions using the
Gravity Model and validate the results with data from the Tennessee statewide model.
The validation of Trip Distribution is conducted by comparing the Trip Length
Distribution (TLD) of the base and estimated case.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusions
Scope of this study was to examine how truck GPS data can be used to estimate
FPMs on transportation networks, evaluate freight corridors, identify inter- and intratruck trips, and analyze individual truck trips. A number of algorithms were developed to
process truck GPS data. Validation of the DOI algorithm was performed based on link
travel speeds comparison to the FPMweb Tool, while the TDA algorithm was validated
using Google maps and satellite images. Both algorithms were found to give accurate
results with DOI’s accuracy being highly dependent on network link geometry, and
TDA’s accuracy depending on the frequency of GPS records for each individual truck.
The ODIA algorithm was designed to determine the number of trips between specific
zones and its output was suggested to be used for calibration of the β factor used in
Gravity model.
The accuracy of the algorithms can be improved if more GPS records are
available and more frequent GPS signal is provided. Truck trip analysis also requires
additional information (i.e., location of freight facilities, rest stops, pick-up/drop-off
business locations, commodity data, etc.).
All the proposed methodologies can be used in short and long range plans in order
to attain the goals stated in the current transportation bill MAP-21 which recognizes the
importance of freight and how it can affect a network not only in a local and regional
level but also in state and national.
For future research, the proposed algorithms should be tested in other networks to
see how well do they perform and for a larger dataset to see how does the accuracy
change. Also, the calibration of the β factor for different time periods should be
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conducted in order to estimate future attractions and productions with the Gravity Model
and validate the results with data from the Tennessee statewide model.
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